
SMART WEIGHING BIN
A wireless and portable smart scale that automatically creates an inventory order 
according to the weight of the items inside the bin.
The digital display provides real time data on the current inventory level.

Our KANBAN&PAR level solutions 

Benefits

Automatic inventory 
management of medical 
supplies

Rapid & Easy replenishment
Using automatic weighing 
and RFID 

Interface with hospital 
ERP system and third-
party vendors

ERP

SCAN & RESTOCK
Mobile app solution for ordering 
and monitoring orders

RESTOCK TAG™
Replenishes the inventory 
automatically with a click of a button

STOCK PICK
Counts each unit taken until reaching 
the level required to trigger an 
automatic order

STOCK BOX™
Dropping the card in Stock Box 
triggers an electronic order

Patent-protected re-ordering solutions for any stock 
configuration setting, powered by artificial intelligence 
management software.

KANBAN&PAR

• 40% reduction in supply room inventory
• Digital, real-time order status display
• Balanced inventory — no waste or stockouts
• Reduced human error caused by manual counting
• Accurate consignment and reduced management costs

IDENTIPLATFORM™  



KANBAN&PAR  |  How it works

0 1 Each bin is marked with an RFID tag.

02 When quantity is running low, the ward triggers a re-order
(in the Smart Weighing Bin an order is sent according to the 
weight of the items inside the bin).

03 The stock level information is then recorded in the
IdentiPlatform software, enabling all supply chain 
stakeholders to be updated in real-time.

04 A notification, which includes item quantity and location, is
sent directly to the supplier’s ERP for easy replenishment.
Ward staff can easily be updated on the order status.

05 After supplies are delivered, by central storage or directly
from the supplier, the material manager records “Re-order 
complete” which in turn, updates the ordering system.

06 Staff can report “out of stock” and trigger a high-priority
delivery. 01
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IDENTI PLATFORM™

Generate insights using IDENTIPLATFORM™ cloud-web server

IDENTIPLATFORM™ 
AI Manager Software

Advanced AI and machine learning 
algorithms, supported by a global 
database of manufacturers’ SKUs

Full connectivity to all supply chain 
components and seamless integration 
with hospital ERP systems 

Complete, real-time data visibility for 
precise management of all types of 
inventory

Other solutionsOther solutions

NARCOTICS

Full control 
over 
narcotics

SNAP&GO™

Delivering 
visibility at 
point-of-use

TOTALSENSE

Implant 
and tissue 
tracking

OPERATIONAL
TOOLS & APPS

Track curtains 
and gas cylinders

About IDENTI
IDENTI provides hospitals, medical device manufacturers and international logistics 
companies with powerful data-capture solutions to create a real-time account of 
medical inventory and consumption. Its multiple patent-protected technologies 
revolutionize hospital efficiency, increase patient safety, and lighten the burden on 
medical staff, ushering in a new user-friendly reality.
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